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Introducing Descartes A Graphic Guide
A practical way to understand ethics and morality.
Charting his meteoric rise in popularity, Christopher Kul-Want and Piero explore Zizek's timely analyses of today's global
crises concerning ecology, mounting poverty, war, civil unrest and revolution. Covering topics from philosophy and ethics,
politics and ideology, religion and art, to literature, cinema, corporate marketing, quantum physics and virtual reality,
Introducing Slavoj Zizek deftly explains Zizek's virtuoso ability to transform apparently outworn ideologies – Communism,
Marxism and psychoanalysis – into a new theory of freedom and enjoyment.
INTRODUCING guide to the father of existentialism and one of 20th century philosophy's most famous characters. JeanPaul Sartre was once described as being, next to Charles de Gaulle, the most famous Frenchman of the 20th century.
Between the ending of the Second World War in 1945 and his death in 1980, Sartre was certainly the most famous
French writer, as well as one of the best-known living philosophers. Introducing Sartre explains the basic ideas inspiring
his world view, and pays particular attention to his idea of freedom. It also places his thinking on literature in the context
of the 20th century debate on its nature and function. It examines his ideas on Marxism, his enthusiasm for the student
rebellion of 1968, and his support for movements of national liberation in the Third World. The book also provides a
succinct account of his life, and especially of the impact which his unusual childhood had on his attitude towards French
society.
Introducing Lévi-Strauss is a guide to the work of the great French anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss (1908–2009). The
book brilliantly traces the development and influence of Lévi-Strauss' thought, from his early work on the function of the
incest taboo to initiate an exchange of women between groups, to his identification of a timeless “wild” or “primitive”
mode of thinking – a pensée sauvage – behind the processes of human culture. Accessibly written by Boris Wiseman
and beautifully illustrated by Judy Groves, Introducing Lévi-Strauss also explores the major contribution that Lévi-Strauss
made to contemporary aesthetic history – his work on American-Indian mythology provides a key insight into the way in
which art itself comes into being. This is an essential introduction to a key thinker.
Anthropology originated as the study of 'primitive' cultures. But the notion of 'primitive' exposes presumptions of 'civilized'
superiority and the right of the West to speak for 'less evolved' others. With the fall of Empire, anthropology became
suspect and was torn by dissension from within. Did anthropology serve as a 'handmaiden to colonialism'? Is it a
'science' created by racism to prove racism? Can it aid communication between cultures, or does it reinforce our
differences? "Introducing Anthropology" is a fascinating account of an uncertain human science seeking to transcend its
unsavoury history. It traces the evolution of anthropology from its genesis in Ancient Greece to its varied forms in
contemporary times. Anthropology's key concepts and methods are explained, and we are presented with such big-name
anthropologists as Franz Boas, Bronislaw Malinowski, E.E. Evans-Pritchard, Margaret Mead and Claude Levi-Strauss.
The new varieties of self-critical and postmodern anthropologies are examined, and the leading question - of the impact
of anthropology on non-Western cultures - is given centre-stage. "Introducing Anthropology" is lucid in its arguments, its
good humour supported by apt and witty illustrations. This book offers a highly accessible invitation into anthropology.
"Introducing Aristotle" guides the reader through an explosion of theories, from the establishment of systematic logic to
the earliest rules of science. Aristotle's authority extended beyond his own lifetime to influence fundamentally Islamic
philosophy and medieval scholasticism. For fifteen centuries, he remained the paradigm of knowledge itself. But can
Aristotelian realism still be used to underpin our conception of the world today?
Brilliant illustrated guide to the best-known and most controversial continental philosopher of the latter 20th century.
Jacques Derrida is the most famous philosopher of the late 20th century. Yet Derrida has undermined the rules of
philosophy, rejected its methods, broken its procedures and contaminated it with literary styles of writing. Derrida's
philosophy is a puzzling array of oblique, deviant and yet rigorous tactics for destabilizing texts, meanings and identities.
'Deconstruction', as these strategies have been called, is reviled and celebrated in equal measure. Introducing Derrida
introduces and explains his work, taking us on an intellectual adventure that disturbs some of our most comfortable
habits of thought.
What really happens at the most fundamental levels of nature? Introducing Particle Physics explores the very frontiers of
our knowledge, even showing how particle physicists are now using theory and experiment to probe our very concept of
what is real. From the earliest history of the atomic theory through to supersymmetry, micro-black holes, dark matter, the
Higgs boson, and the possibly mythical graviton, practising physicist and CERN contributor Tom Whyntie gives us a mindexpanding tour of cutting-edge science. Featuring brilliant illustrations from Oliver Pugh, Introducing Particle Physics is a
unique tour through the most astonishing and challenging science being undertaken today.
Can it be that the human brain possesses an in-built faculty for language? Noam Chomsky, one of the most brilliant
linguists of the 20th century, believes that it does- that there exists a 'universal grammar' common to all languages.
Around the world children learn, in very similar ways, languages that seem entirely different. This is possible, Chomsky
argues, because all human languages and their grammatical structures are linked in the human brain. Chomsky is
controversial and yet highly influential, both in his pioneering work in linguistics and in his unrelenting critique of
international power and his commitment to freedom and justice. These two 'Chomskys' are heirs to the Enlightenment
tradition, and this book is the ideal introduction to them both.
Compact INTRODUCING guide on the debates surrounding psychoanalysis's most contested figure. Freud is universally
recognised as a pivotal figure in modern culture. Yet the man and his work continually attract scandal, outrage and
scientific suspicion. Was he a psychological genius or a peddler of humbug? Despite his atheism, did he invent a new
religious cult? Is he to blame for disguising the prevalence of sexual abuse? Is there an Oedipus Complex? Was he a
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drug addict? A wittily illustrated glimpse behind the demonised myths to the heart of a red-hot debate.
Half a century of research has resulted in machines capable of beating the best human chess players and humanoid
robots that can interact. But can machines really think? Is the mind just a complicated computer program? "Introducing
Artificial Intelligence" focuses on the issues behind one of science's most difficult problems.
Illustrated guide to the crucial Italian philosopher and author of The Prince. 'Machiavellian' is a popular byword for
treachery and opportunism. Machiavelli's classic book on statecraft, The Prince, published over 400 years ago, remains
controversial to this day because of its electrifying frankness as a practical guide to power. Is it a how-to manual for
dictators, a cynical philosophy of 'the end justifies the means', or a more complex and subtle analysis of successful
government? Machiavelli was a loyal servant of the Florentine republic. His opposition to Medici despotism led him to
torture on the rack and exile, and yet he chose as his model for the Prince the most notorious tyrant, Cesare Borgia.
Introducing Machiavelli traces the colourful life of this paradoxical realist whose clear-sighted patriotism made him the
first truly modern political scientist. Machiavelli is seen as central to the postmodern debate on Civil Society. This book
brings the creative turbulence of Renaissance Italy to life, and presents a compelling portrait of a key figure of European
political history.
'An excellent book' - Ted Honderich, Emeritus Professor of Philosophy of Mind and Logic at University College London
(UCL) Introducing Consciousness provides a comprehensive guide to the current state of consciousness studies. It starts
with the history of the philosophical relation between mind and matter, and proceeds to scientific attempts to explain
consciousness in terms of neural mechanisms, cerebral computation and quantum mechanics. Along the way, readers
will be introduced to zombies and Chinese Rooms, ghosts in machines and Erwin Schrodinger's cat.
Was Marx himself a 'Marxist'? Was his visionary promise of socialism betrayed by Marxist dictatorship? Is Marxism
inevitably totalitarian? What did Marx really say? "Introducing Marxism" provides a fundamental account of Karl Marx's
original philosophy, its roots in 19th century European ideology, his radical economic and social criticism of capitalism
that inspired vast 20th century revolutions. It assesses Marxism's Russian disciples, Lenin, Trotsky and Stalin who forged
a ruthless dogmatic Communism. The book examines the alternative Marxist approaches of Gramsci, the Frankfurt
School of critical theory and the structuralist Marxism of Althusser in the 1960s. It marshals postmodern interpretations of
Marxism and raises the spectre of 'post-Marxism' in Derrida's confrontation with Fukuyama's 'end of history' doctrine.
Illustrated INTRODUCING guide to the pre-eminent philosopher of the Enlightenment. Immanuel Kant laid the
foundations of modern Western thought. Every subsequent major philosopher owes a profound debt to Kant?s attempts
to delimit human reason as an appropriate object of philosophical enquiry. And yet, Kant's relentless systematic
formalism made him a controversial figure in the history of the philosophy that he helped to shape. Introducing Kant
focuses on the three critiques of Pure Reason, Practical Reason and Judgement. It describes Kant's main formal
concepts: the relation of mind to sensory experience, the question of freedom and the law and, above all, the revaluation
of metaphysics. Kant emerges as a diehard rationalist yet also a Romantic, deeply committed to the power of the sublime
to transform experience. The book explores the paradoxical nature of his ideas and explains the reasons for his
undiminished importance in contemporary philosophical debates.
Compact INTRODUCING guide to the influential philosopher, sociologist and economist. INTRODUCING MARX - A
GRAPHIC GUIDE explores the life of the most famous Socialist figure, from his early years to meeting Engels in1842. It
provides a readable, understandable biography of Karl Marx as well as a fundamental account of his original philosophy,
its roots in 19th century European ideology, his radical economic and social criticism of capitalism that inspired vast 20th
century revolutions.
What is the place of individual choice and consequence in a post-Holocaust world of continuing genocidal ethnic
cleansing? Is "identity" now a last-ditch cultural defence of ethnic nationalisms and competing fundamentalisms? In a
climate of instant information, free markets and possible ecological disaster, how do we define "rights", self-interest and
civic duties? What are the acceptable limits of scientific investigation and genetic engineering, the rights and wrongs of
animal rights, euthanasia and civil disobedience?"Introducing Ethics" confronts these dilemmas, tracing the arguments of
the great moral thinkers, including Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Hobbes and Kant, and brings us up to date with postmodern
critics.
What is mathematics, and why is it such a mystery to so many people? Mathematics is the greatest creation of human
intelligence. It affects us all. We depend on it in our daily lives, and yet many of the tools of mathematics, such as
geometry, algebra and trigonometry, are descended from ancient or non-Western civilizations. Introducing Mathematics
traces the story of mathematics from the ancient world to modern times, describing the great discoveries and providing
an accessible introduction to such topics as number-systems, geometry and algebra, the calculus, the theory of the
infinite, statistical reasoning and chaos theory. It shows how the history of mathematics has seen progress and paradox
go hand in hand - and how this is still happening today.
What makes philosophy on the continent of Europe so different and exciting? And why does it have such a reputation for being
'difficult'? Continental philosophy was initiated amid the revolutionary ferment of the 18th century, philosophers such as Kant and
Hegel confronting the extremism of the time with theories that challenged the very formation of individual and social
consciousness. Covering the great philosophers of the modern and postmodern eras – from Nietzsche, Heidegger, Derrida and
Deleuze right to up Agamben and Žižek – and philosophical movements from German idealism to deconstruction and feminism –
Christopher Kul-Want and Piero brilliantly elucidate some of the most thrilling and powerful ideas ever to have been discussed.
Father of existentialism or the Eeyore of philosophy? Known as the first modern theologian, Søren Kierkegaard was a prolific
writer of the Danish ‘golden age’. A philosopher, poet and social critic, his key concepts of angst, despair, and the importance of
the individual, influenced many 20th-century philosophers and literature throughout Europe. Dave Robinson and Oscar Zarate’s
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brilliant graphic guide explains what Kierkegaard means by 'anti-philosophy', and tells an illuminating story of the strange life and
ideas of a man tortured by his attempts to change the very priorities of Western thought.
Philosophers have always enjoyed asking awkward and provocative questions, such as: What is the nature of reality? What are
human beings really like? What is special about the human mind and consciousness? Are we free to choose who we are and what
we do? Can we prove that God exists? Can we be certain about anything at all? What is truth? Does language provide us with a
true picture of the world? How should we behave towards each other? Do computers think? "Introducing Philosophy" is a
comprehensive graphic guide to the thinking of all the significant philosophers of the Western world from Heraclitus to Derrida. It
examines and explains their key arguments and ideas without being obscure or solemn. Lively and accessible, it is the perfect
introduction to philosophers and philosophical ideas for anyone coming to the subject for the first time.
Richard Appignanesi goes on a personal quest of Existentialism in its original state. He begins with Camus' question of suicide:
'Must life have a meaning to be lived?' Is absurdity at the heart of Existentialism? Or is Sartre right: is Existentialism 'the least
scandalous, most technically austere' of all teachings? This brilliant Graphic Guide explores Existentialism in a unique comic bookstyle.
Bertrand Russell changed Western philosophy forever. He tackled many puzzles--how our minds work, how we experience the
world, and what the true nature of meaning is. In "Introducing Bertrand Russell "we meet a passionate eccentric, active in world
politics, who had outspoken views on sex, marriage, religion, and education.
This book places Michel Foucault's work in its turbulent philosophical and political context, and critically explores his mission to
expose the links between knowledge and power in the human sciences, their discourses and institutions. It explains how Foucault
overturned our assumptions about the experience and perception of madness, sexuality and criminality, and the often brutal social
practices of confinement, confession and discipline.
Our knowledge comes primarily from experience – what our senses tell us. But is experience really what it seems? The
experimental breakthroughs in 17th-century science of Kepler, Galileo and Newton informed the great British empiricist tradition,
which accepts a ‘common-sense’ view of the world – and yet concludes that all we can ever know are ‘ideas’. Dave Robinson,
with the aid of Bill Mayblin’s brilliant illustrations, outlines the arguments of Locke, Berkeley, Hume, J.S. Mill, Bertrand Russell and
the last British empiricist, A.J. Ayer. They also explore criticisms of empiricism in the work of Kant, Wittgenstein, Karl Popper and
others, providing a unique overview of this compelling area of philosophy.
Carl Gustav Jung was the enigmatic and controversial father of analytical psychology. This updated edition of Introducing Jung
brilliantly explains the theories that underpin Jung’s work, delves into the controversies that led him to break away from Freud and
describes his near psychotic breakdown, from which he emerged with radical new insights into the nature of the unconscious mind
– and which were published for the first time in 2009 in The Red Book. Step by step, Maggie Hyde demonstrates how it was
entirely logical for him to explore the psychology of religion, alchemy, astrology, the I Ching and other phenomena rejected by
science in his investigation of his patients’ dreams, fantasies and psychic disturbances.
Michel Foucault's work was described at his death as 'the most important event of thought in our century'. As a philosopher,
historian and political activist, he certainly left behind an enduring and influential body of work, but is this acclaim justified?
"Introducing Foucault" places his work in its turbulent philosophical and political context, and critically explores his mission to
expose the links between knowledge and power in the human sciences, their discourses and institutions. This book explains how
Foucault overturned our assumptions about the experience and perception of madness, sexuality and criminality, and the often
brutal social practices of confinement, confession and discipline. It also describes Foucault's engagement with psychiatry and
clinical medicine, his political activism and the transgressive aspects of pleasure and desire that he promoted in his writing.

During the fifteenth century, the Scientific Revolution signaled a major shift in the way people viewed the natural world.
Today, Ren Descartes is perhaps best known as the father of modern Western philosophy, but he also played an
important role in the development of a rational approach toward scientific questions. He was a gifted mathematician and
his examinations of the natural world led him to develop theories about light, the formation of the universe, and how the
human mind works. This biography shows how Descartess rational method inspired his own discoveries and continues
to resonate today.
"Introducing Newton" explains the extraordinary ideas of a man who sifted through the accumulated knowledge of
centuries, tossed out mistaken beliefs, and single-handedly made enormous advances in mathematics, mechanics and
optics. By the age of 25, entirely self-taught, he had sketched out a system of the world. Einstein's theories are
unthinkable without Newton's founding system. He was also a secret heretic, a mystic and an alchemist, the man of
whom Edmond Halley said, 'Nearer to the gods may no man approach!'.
Introducing DescartesA Graphic GuideIcon Books Ltd
Illustrated guide to the controversial sociologist Jean Baudrillard, who died in 2007. Did the Gulf War take place? Is it
possible to fake a bank robbery? Was sexual liberation a disaster? Jean Baudrillard has been hailed as one of France's
most subtle and powerful theorists. But his provocative style and assaults on sociology, feminism and Marxism have
exposed him to accusations of promoting a dangerous new orthodoxy - of being the 'pimp' of postmodernism. Introducing
Baudrillard cuts beneath the controversy of this misunderstood intellectual to present his radical claims that reality has
been replaced by a simulated world of images and events ranging from TV news to Disneyland. It provides a clear
account of Baudrillard's work on obesity, pornography and terrorism and traces his development from critic of mass
consumption to prophet of the apocalypse. Chris Horrocks' text and Zoran Jevtic?s artwork invite us to decide whether
Baudrillard was a cure for the vertigo of contemporary culture - or one of its symptoms
Infinity is a profoundly counter-intuitive and brain-twisting subject that has inspired some great thinkers – and provoked
and shocked others. The ancient Greeks were so horrified by the implications of an endless number that they drowned
the man who gave away the secret. And a German mathematician was driven mad by the repercussions of his discovery
of transfinite numbers. Brian Clegg and Oliver Pugh’s brilliant graphic tour of infinity features a cast of characters ranging
from Archimedes and Pythagoras to al-Khwarizmi, Fibonacci, Galileo, Newton, Leibniz, Cantor, Venn, Gödel and
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Mandelbrot, and shows how infinity has challenged the finest minds of science and mathematics. Prepare to enter a
world of paradox.
What is psychotherapy? How can we choose wisely from so much on offer? This book provides a valuable summary of
the main therapies: the "talking cures" of psychoanalysis, behavioral and cognitive techniques, somatic solutions,
humanist gestalt and existential approaches, and individual and group therapies.
How did the mind evolve? How does the human mind differ from the minds of our ancestors, and from the minds of our
nearest relatives, the apes? What are the universal features of the human mind, and why are they designed the way they
are? If our minds are built by selfish genes, why are we so cooperative? Can the differences between male and female
psychology be explained in evolutionary terms? These questions are at the centre of a rapidly growing research
programme called evolutionary psychology.
Logic is the backbone of Western civilization, holding together its systems of philosophy, science and law. Yet despite
logic's widely acknowledged importance, it remains an unbroken seal for many, due to its heavy use of jargon and
mathematical symbolism.This book follows the historical development of logic, explains the symbols and methods
involved and explores the philosophical issues surrounding the topic in an easy-to-follow and friendly manner. It will take
you through the influence of logic on scientific method and the various sciences from physics to psychology, and will
show you why computers and digital technology are just another case of logic in action.
This is a superlative graphic guide described as 'warm, witty and wise' by Jonathan Ree to an enigmatic master of
twentieth-century philosophy.
Martin Heidegger - philosophy's 'hidden king', or leading exponent of a dangerously misguided secular mysticism. Heidegger has
been acclaimed as the most powerfully original philosopher of the twentieth century. Profoundly influential on deconstruction,
existentialism and phenomenology, he stands behind all major strands of post-structuralist and postmodern thought. Heidegger
announced the end of philosophy and of humanism, and was a committed Nazi and vocal supporter of Hitler's National Socialism.
Was Heidegger offering a deeply conservative mythology or a crucial deconstruction of philosophy as we have known it?
"Introducing Heidegger" provides an accessible introduction to his notoriously abstruse thinking, mapping out its historical contexts
and exploring its resonances in ecology, theology, art, architecture, literature and other fields. The book opens up an encounter
with a kind of thinking whose outlines might still not yet be clear, and whose forms might still surprise us.
What is time? The 5th-century philosopher St Augustine famously said that he knew what time was, so long as no one asked him.
Is time a fourth dimension similar to space or does it flow in some sense? And if it flows, does it make sense to say how fast?
Does the future exist? Is time travel possible? Why does time seem to pass in only one direction?These questions and others are
among the deepest and most subtle that one can ask, but "Introducing Time" presents them - many for the first time - in an easily
accessible, lucid and engaging manner, wittily illustrated by Ralph Edney.
What is psychology? When did it begin? Where did it come from? How does psychology compare with related subjects such as
psychiatry and psychotherapy? To what extent is it scientific? "Introducing Psychology" answers all these questions and more,
explaining what the subject has been in the past and what it is now. The main "schools" of thought and the sections within
psychology are described, including Introspection, Biopsychology, Psychoanalysis, Behaviourism, Comparative (Animal)
Psychology, Cognitive Approaches (including the Gestalt movement), Social Psychology, Developmental Psychology and
Humanism. The key figures covered include: Freud, Pavlov, Skinner, Bandura, Piaget, Bowlby, Maslow and Rogers, as well as
many lesser-known but important psychologists.
What do scientists actually do? Is science "value-free"? How has science evolved through history? Where is science leading us?
"Introducing Philosophy of Science" is a clear and incisively illustrated map of the big questions underpinning science. It is
essential reading for students, the general public, and even scientists themselves.
René Descartes is famous as the philosopher who was prepared to doubt everything- even his own physical existence. Most
people also know that he said 'I think, therefore I am', even if they are not always sure what he really meant by it. Introducing
Descartes explains what Descartes doubted, and why he is usually called the father of modern philosophy. It is a clear and
accessible guide to all the puzzling questions he asked about human beings and their place in the world. Dave Robinson and
Chris Garratt give a lucid account of Descartes' contributions to modern science, mathematics, and the philosophy of mind- and
also reveal why he liked to do all of his serious thinking in bed.
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